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Kawasaki has now released details on the Kawasaki KLR A very straightforward, four-stroke
single-cylinder with lots of fuel capacity at a fair price point. Since , not a lot has changed with
Kawasaki KLR other than a slight cosmetic makeover in In , Kawasaki had decided to end an era
of one of the most legendary adventure bikes to date. Skip ahead to the end of , a time where
there was little to look forward to, Kawasaki announced a possible dual-sport to hit the
production line. Left with little details at that time, our prayers for the return of the iconic KLR
have been answered. A few major changes to the KLR include a cc DOHC single-cylinder
engine, with fuel injection for increased fuel efficiency and reliability. A fresh digital instrument
panel with multiple functions, and a new fuel tank. It will also include a slightly longer swingarm
than years past to improve ergonomics on long rides. The KLR will also have a load of
accessories available from Kawasaki in case you want to fully deck out your midsized
adventure bike. The updates made to the KLR are subtle but needed all while keeping the
overall costs down. Kawasaki USA press release below:. For , Kawasaki welcomes the return of
the widely popular and critically acclaimed all-new KLR motorcycle to its lineup. The legendary
dual-sport bike is back and better than ever, refined and ready to make new memories. The
all-new KLR receives the addition of fuel injection to the cc single-cylinder engine offering
increased reliability and fuel efficiency. A new multi-functional digital instrumentation panel
with a fuel gauge is paired with a new fuel tank design with greater useable volume. Numerous
parts have been updated for increased riding confidence when carrying luggage, reduced
vibrations, and increased generator capacity, contributing to the improved performance and
ride comfort that is needed when searching for a tough adventure partner. The all-new KLR
features a new LED headlight, is available with optional ABS, provides a terrific riding position
for all-day riding comfort and boasts plenty of carrying capacity. For the KLR motorcycle will
also be available in two new special edtions featuring a number of Kawasaki Genuine
Accessories including side cases, engine guards, LED auxililary light set, and more. The KLR is
powered by one of the most well-known, reliable, and trusted engines in the motorcycle
industry. Its liquid cooled, four-stroke, cc single-cylinder engine features a DOHC cylinder head
and produces a flat power curve that lets you navigate challenging roads and cruise at freeway
speeds. Featuring fuel injection for the first time, starting the KLR has never been easier,
especially at high altitude or in cold conditions, and its reliability and performance have been
increased. Revised intake and exhaust cam profiles improve mid-range power and torque
characteristics. A stronger cam chain guide material and shape add to the increased reliability.
The exhaust pipe diameter has been reduced by 7. An oxygen sensor provides feedback to the
fuel injection system, contributing to cleaner exhaust emissions and increased fuel efficiency.
Several updates have been made to improve shifting feel and reduce weight. In the clutch and
transmission, the clutch release bearings were changed from ball to thrust-needle bearings, the
gear dogs and shift fork have been revised on third gear, and a new finishing treatment is now
used for fourth and fifth gears. A new sealed battery adds to the convenience and is
significantly lighter than the previous battery. The starter, ignition coil, and evaporator canister
have all been revised and are now lighter than on previous models. The updates now include a
rear frame that is integrated with the main frame to increase torsional rigidity for a more
composed ride and a 30mm longer swingarm with a 2mm larger diameter swingarm pivot shaft
that also contributes to better handling. Both front and rear suspension settings complement
the new frame to help provide a more planted feel. In order to meet the demands of both on and
off-road riding, 41 mm front forks with mm of suspension travel handle the suspension duties
up front and add the rigidity needed for superb performance. Firm fork springs provide
excellent bump compliance and bottoming resistance while also reducing front-end dive under
heavy braking. An adjustable Uni-Trak system with mm of suspension travel can be found on
the rear and complements the front fork settings, offering progressive rear suspension action
while contributing to a low center of gravity. Firm rear shock settings help resist bottoming in
rough terrain and accommodate heavy loads. The front fork and rear shock settings
complement each other for light, sharp handling on smooth roads while providing the capability
needed off-road. The disc shape has been changed from a petal-type disc to a round disc,
adding to its tough appearance. On the rear brakes, the disc has been thickened to provide
better heat dissipation when under heavy braking. Similar to the front, the back disc shape is
now round. Models with and without ABS are now available and the ABS offers additional rider
reassurance when riding on low-friction surfaces. A stronger material can now be found on the
rear wheel rim, delivering improved torsional rigidity and increased durability. The front and
rear tires are tube types, making it possible for the rider to carry out any necessary roadside
repairs. A larger-diameter front and rear wheel axle contribute to both durability and handling.
The KLR has long been known for its comfortable, upright riding position, and for it has been
fine-tuned to deliver a stress-free position for a longer adventure. One significant improvement

has been the reduction of vibration from parts that come in contact with the rider, further
contributing to comfort when on long rides. Fine-tuned handlebar and footpeg positions have
each been moved 10 mm outwards to provide adjustability and put the rider in a slightly more
relaxed position, to support longer hours in the saddle. The handlebars and footpegs are now
rubber-mounted, reducing vibration for improved comfort. While the volume of the new fuel tank
remains the same, the useable volume has been increased through redesign and a new fuel
pump that draws from the very bottom of the tank, contributing to a longer cruising range.
Aiding the rider up front, a new stylish windshield can be found, which is now 50 mm taller for
better wind protection and features two-position bolt-on adjustability that allows windshield
height to be conveniently increased a further 30 mm. The seat shape and cover have been
revised and the optimized urethane thickness and firmness all contribute to increased ride
comfort. Under the seat, rubber dampers have been added to further aid in rider comfort.
Passenger grab bars have been reshaped, improving passenger comfort. The side stand has
been shortened 30 mm, making it easier to deploy when on the bike. New colors and textured
graphics were specially chosen to emphasize its ruggedness. Its modern styling includes a
protector-equipped shroud design that contributes to a functional and rugged image, while a
new side cover design and tail cowl tie the robust styling package together. In addition to the
windshield offering increased wind protection, it also adds to the tough adventure tourer
appearance that Kawasaki engineers set out to achieve on the KLR A new bright LED headlight
illuminates the way when the ride continues past sunset and also contributes to the intended
adventure styling. In the back, a revised taillight and turn signal design add to the tough styling.
Rearward field of vision has been improved thanks to longer mirror arms. An all-digital
instrument panel offers information at-a-glance through a large display and easy-to-read LCD
screen with white backlighting. The instrument panel features a speedometer, odometer, dual
trip meters, fuel gauge, clock, and indicator lamps. The narrowed-down display list prioritizes
visibility of the speedometer and fuel gauge. Kawasaki accessory side cases and top case were
developed to provide a clean look with their well-matched design. The side cases feature a
top-opening design that makes it easy to add and remove items when they are mounted on the
bike. The side cases easily clip onto their mounting brackets for a secure fit. The top case is
large enough to accommodate an off-road style helmet. Improving convenience, side cases and
the top case can be fitted with a one-key system. Complementing the accessory luggage, a
larger aluminum rear carrier offers improved carrying capacity. Also new for the KLR are two
model variations that feature factory-equipped accessories and both come standard with ABS.
This model is designed for the adventurer who is looking for increased carry capacity and
convenience. Transmission: 5-speed, return shift with wet multi-disc manual clutch. Makenzie's
burning passion for powersports started after he purchased his first motorcycle, a CB Though
he started out fixing cars, he's definitely been converted to life on two wheels. Born left handed,
but he still enjoys the challenge of using right handed scissors. His mother left out the "C" in
"Makenzie" so his nickname wasn't "Mac", so he goes by "Mak" instead. All excellent and
needed updates, and at a good price. Looking forward to seeing the New KLR in the showroom.
The improvements on the previous models look Great. Not Overly Enthusiastic about the
Colours though. Will the improvements be obvious or subtle? Your email address will not be
published. Sign Up Today Get all the best motorcycle news, reviews and deals delivered to your
inbox weekly. About the author. February 1, Jim Pruner. Leave a reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Model Year Motorcycles. Find A Product Search for:. Reliable and
unbiased advice here. Make Smart Decisions Product Buying Guides In-depth guides to help
riders understand what to look for, how to weigh options and make good buying decisions. This
website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website. By continuing to
use this site you agree to these cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks. The Kawasaki KLR is
returning to showroom floors, after being discontinued in This was the non-technical term for
the Balancer Chain Adjuster Lever, part of the chain balancer assembly that was notorious for
breaking, even after fairly low mileage. It was the greatest weakness of the original KLR design,
and riders even complained about breakdowns on the updated model. The single-cylinder
engine still uses a four-valve DOHC design, with liquid-cooling. Supposedly, the new engine has
more mid-range grunt thanks to some top-end revisions. It also has a new amp charging
system, providing more power for electronic accessories, stuff like foglamps, heated gear, or
even just charging mobile phones and other electronics on the road. The old KLR always had
more bodywork than the competition from Suzuki and Honda, and that trend continues. The new
KLR gets a rally-styled fairing, with modern, angular design. The previous version had
old-school gauges, and the LCD is a cheap way to look modern, without the expense of a TFT
screen. Kawasaki also includes a USB charging port and cigarette plug-style power outlet on
the up-specced Adventure model. The Adventure model also gets auxiliary lighting added as

standard, and luggage, crash bars, and a tricked-out camo paint job. Bare-bones LCD gauges
keep the cost down. Both versions of the bike get updated handlebars that are a bit wider than
the previous model, with new mirror mounts for better visibility. The footpegs are slightly wider
as well. The front brake on previous versions of the KLR was notoriously weak. Kawasaki
updated to a mm front brake disc on the new model, with two-piston caliper. The larger front
disc should be an improvement on its own, but Kawasaki also teamed up with Bosch to include
a new offroad-friendly ABS system. Otherwise, no doubt the inmates on here will figure a
workaround, that lets you hack into the ABS system and disable it â€¦ Kawasaki continues to
use a steel dual-cradle frame, but now the subframe is welded on. You can consider this a bad
thing, as a welded subframe is expensive and difficult, if not impossible, to repair. Or you can
consider it a good thing, considering how many KLR riders broke the subframe mounting bolts
in the old two-piece design. Kawi also put a longer swingarm on the bike, to stabilize handling.
New LED headlight, plus fog lamps if you pay for the Adventure model. Skip to content.
Breaking , Featured , Kawasaki , Kawasaki Klr Comment Weld-on subframe: Good or bad? The
Adventure version comes with almost everything you need for your ride to the Panama Canal.
Subscribe to Our Newsletter Your email Thank you for subscribing! This email is already
subscribed. There has been an error. Yamaha appears closer to launching E01 electric scooter.
Royal Enfield Riders Club launches. See more News articles. Breaking Buell is back! Air
compressor suggestions 12 Replies. Still riding?.. Anyone use an old school intercom between
house and garage? Garmin Zumo XT 2, Replies. Back to top Top. RevZilla will match any
advertised price on new merchandise available through another authorized U. Our goal is to
provide the best possible shopping experience to every enthusiast who visits RevZilla. You'll
also hear about special offers and events! How it works:. Sign in or create an accountto earn
ZillaCash on your next purchase with us. Redeem your ZillaCash Rewards on a future order with
us! See our customer service page for more details. The only connection to the old KLR is the
name, which is too bad. Instead, the KLR has returned with a fuel-injected version of the good
ol' thumper, with a host of changes to bring the model into its next generation. Fuel injection
apparently saved the stalwart cc lump from extinction. Many thought that the second coming of
the KLR would involve an additional cylinder, as well as a change in purpose. Happily at least in
my mind , the KLR is a jumbo dual sport with its trademark single-cylinder engine, inch and inch
wheels, rugged looks, and bare-bones feature set. Check out that grey plastic panel on the edge
of the tank, at the widest part of the bike. That's an integrated tip-over protector designed to
take the brunt of the damage in most drops. Now there's a good idea. Kawasaki photo. The
engine appears to have kept its traditional architecture, now with tweaks to the cams, camchain
tensioners, USFS-compliant exhaust, and clutch to help it run cleaner and smoother.
Kawasaki's materials didn't indicate any changes for the infamous "doohickey" and spring, nor
did they quantify the revised engine's power or torque. Additional changes were made to the
transmission and shifting components to increase their durability. Kawi knows these bikes will
be thrashed, just as they've been since , so better bearings and some stronger gears have been
added. Still a five-speed, though. A larger fuel capacity, combined with a more efficient engine,
add up for even more fun per fill-up. The KLR gets a new digital dash with fuel gauge! That
bodywork looks different for a reason; the updated look also provides more wind protection
than the previous models without making the bike overly bulky. Still, there's plenty of space in
the cockpit for mounting navigation equipment and other electronics. KLR riders have never
known such luxury. A new two-position windscreen can add an additional two inches of wind
protection on top of that for reduced buffeting, and with the newly boosted fuel capacity, it's
clear that Kawasaki wants KLR riders to push their bikes further. Tank volume is the same as
before. They moved the fuel pump's pickup to the very bottom of the tank. Team Green also
redesigned the seat, added vibration dampers for the controls, shifted the rider triangle, and
improved passenger grab bars. Rather than starting from scratch, Kawasaki put their proven
KLR chassis on a diet. The frame hasn't changed too much, although there's a new swingarm
and a burlier swingarm pivot shaft. The KLR's soft suspension has been overhauled with stiffer
springs, stronger wheels, beefier brake discs, and larger axle shafts. There's even optional ABS.
This helps provide a more natural brake feel in the dirt as the tires may slide slightly. Here's a
good look at that Adventure variant. The revisions start at the tail, where the subframe has been
reinforced to support luggage and cargo better. Kawi then targeted vibrations coming from the
single-cylinder engine, which is especially important now. Such bikes were nonexistent when
the KLR was last updated. With any luck, they'll get a decade or two out of this redesign, as
well. Pearl Lava for me, please. Riders are also running more electrical gear than ever, so the
KLR uprated the charging system and swapped that LED headlight in for an 80W capacity.
That's plenty to run lights, heated gear, a GPS, and other farkles. A final update is the addition
of two ADV-oriented trim levels that come pre-outfitted for touring and adventure duty. The

Adventure comes ready to roll with crash bars, lights, luggage, and other ADV essentials. The
"unkillable" KLR has
cube fuse
2002 monte carlo headlight
tacoma fuse diagram
earned its reputation, no doubt. What a feat to come back from discontinuation, still rocking
the same basic design and ready for another generation. It's the stuff of legend. Navigation
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